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A Call for Acknowledgment & Honor

● Acknowledgment is a simple, powerful way of showing respect.

● It is a step toward correcting the stories and practices that erase Indigenous people’s 

history, culture.

● It is a move towards inviting and honoring the truth.

● Truth and acknowledgment are critical to building mutual respect and connection across all 

barriers of heritage and difference.

● We begin this effort by acknowledging what has been buried by honoring the truth.

Change the Narrative  - Bryan Stevenson 



Acknowledgment & Honor

Every community owes its existence and vitality to generations from around the world who contributed 
their hopes, dreams, and energy to making the history that led to this moment.

Some were brought here against their will.

Some were drawn to leave their distant homes in hope of a better life.

Some have lived on this land for more generations than can be counted.

Georgia is the ancestral lands of the First Nations people including the Apalachee, Chotaw, Cherokee, 
Hitchiti, Oconee, Miccosukee, Muskogee Creek, Timucua, Guale, Shawnee and the Yuchi.

We pay respects to their elders past and present.
We honor and pay respect to our ancestors who helped to build our city, county, state and nation.

Please take a moment to consider the many legacies

of violence, displacement, migration, and settlement that bring us together here today.

Change the Narrative  - Bryan Stevenson 



Group Agreements

➔ Agree to be present:
○ Give your whole, undivided attention

➔ Seek to Understand:
○ Actively listen, before responding

➔ Respect Others’ Experience and Ideas: 
○ We may have different OR similar stories to share, and contexts to draw from. 

All are legitimate. 
➔ Share the Air: 

○ Make room for all voices to be heard, and don’t dominate the conversation. 
➔ Confidentiality: 

○ Share stories and experiences, but don’t identify individual people 
○ Do not share the experiences you hear in this space outside this space.

Learning Community Conversation Guide for Session 
1 | Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (umass.edu)

https://www.umass.edu/diversity/learning-community-conversation-guide-session-Kendi


Reflection- Paired Conversations

We invite you to share, with one other 

person, your own cultural connection to 

space (location), place (memorable event), or 
ancestry.



Objectives and Agenda
As a result of the meeting, participants will:

● Discuss self and group cultural awareness

● Identify the purpose and goals for the Peer Learning Lab sessions

● Identify tools and resources for understanding the importance of racism as a 

social determinant of health

● Identity activities that will support grantees in the application of tools and 

resources

Agenda:

● 02:30 – 02:45 pm: Welcome & Check-in 

● 02:45 – 02:55 pm: Project overview

● 02:55 – 03:25 pm: Group Intercultural Development Inventory debrief 

● 03:25 – 03:30 pm: Bio break

● 03:30 – 03:50 pm: Introduction to Resources 1 & 2

● 03:50 – 04:00 pm: Evaluation & Closing Remarks



Project Timeline and Overview

Learning Lab 
(June 1)

Co-Design Team (on-
going)

Learning Lab 
(April 27)

Learning Lab 
(Aug 10)

What’s Race Got To Do 
With It? 
(Today)



Intercultural Development Inventory  

The IDI is the only developmental assessment of intercultural competence.

➔ Allows individuals and groups to focus on increasing their intercultural competence (from how 

they currently engage cultural differences to how they can more effectively engage diversity).

➔ The IDI facilitates cooperative conversations and actions directed toward growth and 

development rather than judgment and resistance.

➔ The IDI allows extensive and in-depth insights on individual and group levels of intercultural 

competence. 

➔ IDI has customized IDI Individual Profile Reports as well as IDI Group Profile Reports.

➔ *Note on confidentiality: Only the group profile report is shared* 



Culture: Patterns of interpretations (values, beliefs, perceptions) and behavior learned from 
one’s group that guides individual and group activity

Diversity: A mix of differences that make a difference in an interaction (individual to individual, 
individual to group/organization, organization to organization) Diversity is “The Who”

Inclusion: occurs when people are working together effectively, and their cultural experiences 
and differences feel valued and engaged. Inclusion is “The What”

Intercultural Competence: the capability to shift cultural perspective and appropriately adapt 
behavior to cultural differences and commonalities
Intercultural competence is “The How”

Shared Meaning Around Core Concepts of the IDI 













Group Profile Report



Minimization highlights cultural commonalities that can mask deeper recognition of cultural 

differences



Small Group Conversation

Minimization Orientation Examples

➔ A member of color on a team has an idea on addressing disparities but does not 

share because they do not want to be “that one pushing the equity angle”

➔ A leader on a diverse team who does not see color

➔ A teetotal attending a work happy hour event with alcohol but has not disclosed 

their standing on alcohol

Discussion Prompt:

● Share examples on minimization and/or discuss the examples provided

● Put notes of the discussion in the chat for other member to review



Intercultural Development Activities

● Creating a common language

● Intercultural journal

● Travel

● Intercultural coaching

● Site Visits

● Podcasts

● Training Programs

● Workplace activities

● Theatre, Film & Arts

● Educational Classes

● Personal Interactions

● Books & Articles

Adapted IDI



The Fish, Lake and Groundwater Source: Racial Equity Institute / VB-
Racial_Equity_Strategic_Plan_2020_2024_ochd_ALL (orangecountync.gov)

http://orangecountync.gov/DocumentCenter/View/9473/VB-Racial_Equity_Strategic_Plan_2020_2024_ochd_ALL


Critical Conversations:
Understanding and Addressing Racism as a 

Social Determinant Of Health

Defines concepts and provides reflection questions, then describes approaches for 
application:

• Social Determinants of Health 

• Anti-Racism 

• Population Health and Well-being 

• Performance Improvement and Patient Outcomes 

• Intercultural Competence and Development

• Meant to help you talk to other people about these topics



What are Social Determinants of Health?

The conditions in which “people are born, live, learn, work, play, worship, 
and age that affect a wide range of health, functioning, and quality-of-life

outcomes and risks” 

(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [DHSS])

● Over 100 years ago, W.E.B. DuBois noted the link between social 
conditions and health outcomes in life

● Yet today, few social determinants of health frameworks incorporate 
structural racism as a root cause that affects health and quality of life

● We will explore practical application of an anti-racist approach to 
achieving community health



Meeting Facilitation Guide:
Considering Racism as a 

Social Determinant of Health

The purpose is to support achieving a shared meaning and understanding of key 
concepts about racism and the social determinants of health.

The resource includes:
● Practical steps for integrating anti-racism with internal staff and partner 

organizations
● Principles of designing effective meetings
● An annotated agenda for facilitating a conversation around key concepts of racism 

and SDOH



Evaluation

Linked in the chat



Next Steps & Closing

Thank you!


